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ABSTRACT
A challenge in greenhouses is the presence of various pests, virus, and bacteria. Although
many pest management strategies are available, however, they all depend on visually identifying
these invasive forces when they have eradicated the crop. To avoid the impacts on the agricultural
sector due to such pests, early detection is required. Therefore, in this thesis MEMS-based
capacitive mass resonators are proposed for early detection of such invasive forces through
identifying their released volatile organic compounds (VOCs). In this work, multiple moving
membrane capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (M3-CMUT) as a mass sensor is
proposed due to its advantages shared with and beyond capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducer (CMUT) mass sensor such as reversibility, high sensitivity, low limit of detection and
selectivity. Analytical modeling is done to identify critical design parameters of the proposed M3CMUT sensor. This is followed by FEA simulations to analyze the effect of the critical design
parameters on the operating resonant frequency of the sensor. Further FEA simulations are done
to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the proposed sensor for PolyMUMPs parameters. Moreover,
several M3-CMUT-based and CMUT-based mass sensors are fabricated using PolyMUMPs, after
which measurements are done on the sensors and a comparative analysis done between the
experimental and simulated results. The experimental results are in agreement with the simulated
results, wherein, it has been found that larger anchor width devices have a higher collapse voltage
than the small anchor width devices. Therefore, the larger anchor width mass sensors can be
operated at a higher voltage to get a higher resonant frequency shift and hence a higher sensitivity.
Furthermore, the larger anchor width mass sensors can also be run at lower voltages for low level
mass detection, hence expanding the limit of detection. Therefore, in an unconventional manner,
the detection range of capacitive micromachined resonator mass – based sensors has been
increased by increasing the width of the anchors supporting the top flexible membrane.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Greenhouses in Canada include a large variety of pests that pose significant risks to the
production and marketability of the products [1]–[3]. Although, pest management strategies are
available to eradicate the effect of such invasive forces, these systems rely heavily on biological
control agents which restricts the use of pesticides. Currently, pest identification is dependent on
visual inspection resulting in ever-increasing labour costs. Moreover, this approach of detection is
limited to only when the damage to plants becomes discernible by the human eye. However, this
limitation can be overcome due to the natural release of traceable pheromones [4]. Current
detection measures for traceable pheromones utilise gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GCMS), however, these systems in use are bulky, require sample collection and hence, cannot be
conducted online, and also have limited operating temperature range [5], [6].
As existing detection methods are insufficient, therefore, this work investigates an
innovative MEMS-based sensor to detect these invasive forces at an early-stage contamination
through their released volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [7], [8]. Currently, MEMS-based
sensors are prevalent in sectors such as oil and gas, automotive and biomedical [9]. MEMS-based
sensors can be used to detect gases through different detection strategies such as acoustic, optical
and mass detection, whereas the latter is shown as an emerging candidate in the for low level mass
detection [5]. Such sensors exhibit low cost, low limit of detection (LOD) and high selectivity and
sensitivity [5], [10]. Due to the emergence of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), sensing
technologies have benefitted greatly as MEMS technology allows the sensors to be micro-sized
and integrable. With such advances, MEMS-based sensors are seen amongst many different needbased applications such as, fuel sensor in the automotive industry, wireless probes in toxic
environments, wearable biosensors for patients or VOC detection in the agricultural sector [11]–
[13]. In MEMS sensors, specifically mass resonant sensors utilising capacitive clamped
membranes (CCM) [14] are shown as potential candidates for high sensitivity low level mass
detection. Therefore, this thesis presents in an unconventional way, multiple moving membrane
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (M3-CMUT) that benefits and extends on the
advantages offered by capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) such as multiple
flexible thin membranes. The M3-CMUT-based mass sensor is designed and developed as a
potential candidate for low level mass detection in a complex environment. Furthermore, this thesis
1
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also introduces an unconventional way to increase the range of detection of the conventional
capacitive micromachined resonators by altering the device anchor dimension to enhance the
sensor robustness. This thesis addresses the increasingly necessary and growing need of early
detection in various field including Canadian agriculture and greenhouse [15]. This work is
focused on early VOC detection by developing an M3-CMUT sensor through employing advanced
micro and nanofabrication techniques [14].
The M3-CMUT gas sensor implementation is possible with precisely controlled properties
leading to design flexibility, high yield, high sensitivity, and uniformity. Furthermore, the
proposed M3-CMUT-based mass sensor can be functionalized with different sensing materials for
known target VOCs which broadens the field of application of this design.

1.1 Contributions
This thesis presents an M3-CMUT to be employed in an unconventional approach as a mass
sensor. The objective of this thesis is implementation of a MEMS-based M3-CMUT as a mass
sensor to detect VOCs from low to high concentration levels. Critical design parameters of the
proposed M3-CMUT are identified through analytical modeling of the sensor as a mass-springdamper model. These parameters consist of bias voltage driving the device, radii of the flexible
membranes, thickness of the top membrane, effective cavity height between the flexible
membranes and the ratio between the two effective cavity heights. Furthermore, investigation of
the physical properties of M3-CMUT and sensitivity analysis on identified critical design
parameters is done in this thesis by using Finite Element Analysis to enhance sensitivity of the
device. In this thesis, effects of the critical design parameters on the resonant frequency and the
frequency shift of the mass sensor are analyzed to improve the sensor’s sensitivity. The proposed
design is then adjusted for PolyMUMPs fabrication as a proof of concept and the detailed
fabrication steps for M3-CMUT mass sensor using PolyMUMPs fabrication technique are given.
Finally, the fabricated designs are measured, and a comparison is done with the results achieved
from FEA simulations. The results are in agreement with the FEA simulations. Furthermore, it has
been found that larger anchor width devices have a higher collapse voltage than the small anchor
width devices. Therefore, the larger anchor width mass sensors can be operated at a higher voltage
to get a higher resonant frequency shift and hence a higher sensitivity for high level mass detection.
Furthermore, the larger anchor width mass sensors can also be operated at lower voltages for low
2
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level mass detection, hence expanding the range of detection. Therefore, in an unconventional
manner, the detection range of capacitive micromachined resonator mass – based sensors has been
increased by increasing the width of the anchors supporting the top flexible membrane.

1.2 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, in order to investigate the potential of MEMS resonator for VOC detection
applications, various candidate mass sensors are reviewed and compared including metal oxide
semiconductors (MOS), quartz crystal micro-balance (QCM), surface acoustic waves (SAW),
piezoelectric micromachined ultrasonic transducer (PMUT) and CMUT sensors. The principle of
operation, and the advantages and disadvantages of each sensor are discussed. Furthermore, M3CMUT is introduced as a design based on the CMUT configuration. Chapter 3 includes an analysis
of CMUT and M3-CMUT mass sensors along with their principles of operation. Furthermore, the
critical design parameters are identified for the M3-CMUT mass sensor. In Chapter 4, FEA
simulations are done to investigate on critical design parameters of the M3-CMUT mass sensor. In
this Chapter, radii of the flexible membranes, thickness of the top membrane, cavity height
between the flexible membranes, ratio of the two cavity heights, and bias voltage are investigated
with different added mass conditions to mimic analyte absorption. The resulting effects of
changing these parameters on frequency, frequency shift and the sensor sensitivity is also analyzed.
In Chapter 5, FEA simulations are conducted in order to develop the proposed design for
PolyMUMPs fabrication. In this chapter, anchor widths are further identified and investigated as
a parameter affecting the range of detection of the proposed design. In Chapter 6, a review on
different fabrication techniques is done. This is followed by the proposed fabrication steps for the
M3-CMUT design and the CMUT designs acting as a reference. In Chapter 7, measurements are
done on the fabricated designs, followed by evaluation and comparison with the results achieved
in the FEA simulations. Finally, Chapter 8 provides conclusion and summary of the conducted
research followed by possible future works.

3
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Chapter 2: Micromachined Mass Sensors
2.1 Introduction
Gas sensors are used by many different industries such as automotive (O2 sensor),
biomedical (cyclohexane) and farming (CO2 sensor) [11]–[13]. These sensors operate on different
principles such as measurable changes in capacitance, voltage, or current. These sensors may also
work as resonant mass sensors wherein any added mass produces a shift in the device resonant
frequency, which is measurable. The main factors on which gas sensors are assessed are limit of
detection (LOD), reversibility, selectivity, and sensitivity. Nowadays sensor technologies have
also benefitted due to the emergence of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which allow
the sensors to be micro-sized and integrable in technologies such as Complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor (CMOS). The MEMs technology allows these sensors to exist on CMOS platforms.
With such advances, these sensors are seen amongst many different need-based applications such
as wireless probes in toxic environments or wearable biosensors for patients. This chapter presents
common gas sensors including the micro-fabricated metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) sensors,
the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) sensors, the surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors, the
piezoelectric micromachined ultrasonic transducers (PMUT)-based sensors and the capacitive
micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUT)-based sensors, the CMUT and the novel design of
multiple moving membranes capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (M3-CMUT) [16].

2.2 MEMS Sensors
MEMS devices provide an accumulated integral effect on a macrosystem. The MEMS
technology, a multidisciplinary approach uses expertise from various engineering disciplines
which can be seen due to the prevalence of MEMs in many sectors such as oil and gas, automotive
and biomedical. MEMs applications can be found in many places such as in printers, cars, intravascular injections, or computers [9]. This thesis investigates mass sensors due to their ease of
construction and low power consumption. Furthermore, mass sensors are seen to show high
sensitivities with reversibility and repeatability, which is an advantage if they can be batch
produced. This further allows capping the costs of such sensors. A table comparing different gas
sensors techniques [17] can be seen in below in Table 2.1.
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Table 2. 1 Comparison of Different Gas Sensing Techniques with Applications
Detection
Principle

Advantages

Acoustic Sensors
(SAW, QCM) [10- Organic or Inorganic thin-film layer
12]

mass changes
leading to
frequency shift

biomedical industry;
lower sensitivity, sensitivity to automotive industry;
longer Lifetime and environment-safe
environment
gas emission in
greenhouses

Conducting
Polymer Sensors
[13],[14]

low cost, simple
structure, high
resistance changes sensitivity, low power
requirement, short
response time

Sensors Type

Sensing Materials Used

modified conducting polymers

Disadvantages

Uses

air monitoring; storage
rooms for synthetic
irreversibility and poor selectivity
products e.g. paints;
chemical industries;
biomedical industry

absorption of
infrared waves

high sensitivity; low cost;
low power consumption;
small size; high stability;
portable; undeterred by
noise; easy circuitry

cooler required to maintain
temperature from IR
absorption in detector; low
selectivity; need to be in line
of sight of object of interest;
prone to interference from
surrounding i.e sun, rain; short
range of detection

biomedical industry
i.e. glucose
monitoring;
automotive industry
e.g. proximity sensors

Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon Nanotube
Sensors [19], [20]

mass changes

highly sensitive, high
surface to area ratio for
adsorption, short
response time, low
weight

low selectivity; sensitive to
ambient conditions; long
exposure time; long recovery
time, possible irreversibility

biomedical industry;
telecommunications
e.g. displays; batteries

Optical Sensors
[21], [22]

long life, insensitive to
wave propagation environment, high
analysis
sensitivity and
selectivity, good stability

high cost, difficult to bring it
to microscale, ambient light
can interfere, easily
damageable

biomedical industries
e.g. detecting copper
in urine;
environmental gas
monitoring

Infrared Sensors
[15-18]

infrared sensitive detector

light-sensitive material, photodiodes

Metal Oxide
Semiconductor
metal semiconductor such as (GaO)
(MOS) sensors [2325]

Calorimetric or
catalytic bead
sensors [26-28]

pellistor

gas density balance (GDB)

thermal conductivity detector (TCD)
Gas
chromatographybased sensors [2934]

flame ionization detector (FID)

thermo ionic detector (TID)

flame photometric detector (FPD)

automotive industry;
low cost, short response low sensitivity, low selectivity,
harsh environment
resistance changes time, high bandwidth,
sensitive to environment, high
monitoring;
long life,
power consumption
greenhouse monitoring

change in
temperature

good stability, ppmrange good sensitivity,
low cost

differential flow
due to density
between sample
and reference
gas[2];
thermal
conductivity
changes [3]
ion detection due high selectivity due to
separation, high
to organic
combustion in H2 sensitivity
flame [4]
current change by
thermal energy
ionization of
analyte [5],
chemiluminescenc
e intensity
measurement [6]

oil, gas and
petrochemical
low selectivity, risk of catalyst industries; mining
poisoning
industry; aeronautical
industry; biomedical
industry

high cost, difficult to bring it
to microscale

laboratory analysis
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2.3 Micromachined sensors
Mass detectors are sensitive to changes in the mass of their sensing layer. Common mass
sensors are investigated in this section that are actively being used in common gas sensing
applications.

2.3.1 Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS)
A Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) sensor works by adsorption and desorption [18] of
gases that changes its material conductivity. It was first demonstrated by Zinc Oxide MOS sensors
[19], [20]. Sensitivity of the MOS sensor is as low as parts per billion (ppb) for VOC detection
[21]–[24]. Measurement of conductivity is commonly done by a simple voltage divider circuit for
the MOS sensor [25]. MOS sensors can be classified as N-type (ZnO) and P-type (NiO) and they
are used depending on the analyte being detected [26]. Inherently as the surface area increases in
the MOS sensor, the adsorption of the gas to be detected increases, giving a high and more
measurable response. This is viable for keeping in detection is being done at low concentrations.
MOS sensors are simple to fabricate and hence the costs of fabrication decrease whilst keeping
high sensitivity and reliability of the sensors alongside longer life and shorter response time [27]–
[29]. The key behind the mechanism of the MOS sensor resides on the reactions of the sensing
layer (metal oxide) with target analytes (reducing or oxidising gases). This reaction requires higher
temperatures, which can be provided by an integrated microheater thermally isolated from the
sensing layer. After the reaction, the device conductivity is changed and measured by a simple
voltage divide circuit.

2.3.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
A Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM), sensor is a mass resonant sensor including a quartz
piezoelectric crystal between two electrodes, which is classified under Bulk Acoustic Wave
(BAW) based sensor. A sensing membrane may be coated on the top electrode for gas detection.
The QCM, as shown in Figure 2.1, is based upon piezoelectric actuation, wherein the induced
stress is directly proportional to the generated voltage [30]. The stress in the sensor is caused due
to mass accumulation on the top sensing membrane. The piezoelectric crystal is designed and
operated at a specific resonant frequency, which shifts when the sensing layer mass changes, which
then can be measured and correlated by the below equations [31].
6
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𝛥𝑚 = −𝐶 ⋅ 𝛥𝑓
𝛥𝑓 =

(1)

−2𝑓0 ∙2𝜌𝑠

(2)

√𝜇𝑞 ∙𝜌𝑞

where f0, ρs, µq, and ρq are the reference resonant frequency, the surface mass density, shear
stiffness, and density of quartz, respectively.

Figure 2. 1 (a) QCM Layout cross section (left) and (b) top view (right) of QCM

2.3.3 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
There are two types of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) sensors, Delay Line and Resonant
SAW (with reflectors) as shown in Figure 2.2. They can measure in the picogram range for low
concentration gases in part per billion [32]. A SAW sensor is made up of a piezoelectric substrate,
interdigitated transducers (IDT) and a sensing layer. They work by absorption of gases on the
sensing layer, which changes the phase velocity of an acoustic wave travelling on the surface of a
piezoelectric substrate on top of the sensor. This can be measured by checking for a frequency
shift [33], [34]. Figure 2.2(a) shows a Delay Line SAW sensor wherein an electrical field is applied
on the input IDT which produces waves to be transmitted to the output IDT which then converts
the waves back to an electrical field. The delay in the waves is calculated by τ=L/v0, where L is
centre-centre distance between the IDT, and v0 is the SAW velocity directly dependant on the
substrate properties. The SAW resonator, Figure 2.2(b), has a higher amplitude at the resonant
frequency due to the reflectors in the design. These reflectors send back the acoustic waves on the
piezoelectric substrate in essence creating a standing wave which leads to a resonant cavity
surrounding the IDTs, consequently leading to a high-quality factor.
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Figure 2. 2 (a)Left side: Delay Line SAW (b)Right side: Resonator SAW

2.3.4 Piezoelectric Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer (PMUT) – based
mass sensors
A Piezoelectric Micromachines Ultrasonic Transducer (PMUT), shown in Figure 2.3, is
based off the principle of piezoelectricity wherein when stress is applied to a piezoelectric material,
a proportional electric potential is produced, an example of which was demonstrated by the Curie
brothers in 1880 [35]. A PMUT can work both as a gas sensor and as a transducer. As a gas sensor,
the PMUT works in the flexural mode wherein no applied DC bias voltage is required for detection
purposes. In this mode, a sensing layer is used to absorb volatiles, wherein mass is accumulated,
hence providing stress on the piezoelectric layer which in turn produces a voltage which can be
measured. A DC bias voltage may be added for enhanced signal acquisition, by providing an
amplitude to the voltage which can be differenced out at the end to see the shift of the voltage at
mass accumulation [36], [37].

Figure 2. 3 Cross-section of a PMUT
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2.3.5 Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer (CMUT) – based
mass sensors
The Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer (CMUT), shown in Figure 2.4,
design was invented by Haller and Khuri-Yakub in 1996 [38]. The CMUT is electrostatically
actuated, working on the principle of capacitance. Low temperature oxide (LTO) passivation
(Silicon Dioxide) is used to electrically isolate the CMUT from its surrounding.

Figure 2. 4 Cross-section of a CMUT

Figure 2. 5 (a) CMUT cell representation (left) and (b) CMUT cell with a DC voltage applied on the electrode (right)

CMUTs work as parallel plate capacitors, wherein a conductive layer, deposited on the
silicon substrate, acts as the bottom electrode and the top electrode is a metal or a conductive layer
deposited on a nonconductive membrane [38]. CMUTs can work unconventionally as gas sensors.
In this effect, a sensing layer is coated on top of the electrode wherein the sensing layer reacts with
9
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volatiles and adsorbs them to increase its mass. This forces a frequency shift of the resonant
frequency, initially implemented by a DC bias, which can be measured.
Employing MEMS technology, the CMUT cavity can be adjusted to provide a greater
sensitivity. The DC bias causes the top to be pulled down towards the substrate which is in turn
balanced by the restoring force of the membrane. As the DC voltage increases, so does the pulling
effect increase, and hence there is a point of no return, also known as the collapse voltage, which
may cause the membrane to collapse down on to the substrate. Therefore, the CMUTs are
commonly operated below but close to the collapse voltage to get the optimum results [39].

2.3.6 Evaluation of different MEMS mass sensors
In Table 2.2, σω refers to the frequency noise, which is the fluctuation around the resonant
frequency ω0, S refers to the surface area of the sensing layer, σω/ω0 refers to the Allan deviation
and σM refers to mass resolution. The Allan deviation characterizes the frequency stability of the
sensor and its supporting system at a certain time interval time interval τ[10].
Table 2. 2 Different Gas Sensors and their sensitivities

Sensor

Resonant

σω/ω0(τ)

σM/S Eq.

References

Frequency
BAW

1.1 GHz

10−7 (τ = 1 s)

1 ng/cm2

[10]

SAW

500 MHz

10−8 (τ = 1 s)

0.03 ng/cm2

[10]

CMUT

8 MHz

10−8 (τ = 80 ms)

0.01 ng/cm2

[11]

CMUT

47.7 MHz

3.10−8 (τ = 33 ms)

3 × 10−3 ng/cm2

[40]

MEMS (Cantilever)

3 MHz

10−7 (τ = 1 s)

0.1 ng/cm2

[41]

NEMS (Cantilever)

127 MHz

10−6 (τ = 100 ms)

0.1 ng/cm2

[42]
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Table 2. 3 Gas Sensor Sensitivities for Humidity

Sensor

Resonant

Range

Response/

Hysteresis S (kHz/%RH)

Reference

Frequency

(%RH)

Recovery

SAW

392 MHz

10–90

22/8 s

3%

11.61

[43]

SAW

1560 MHz

11–95

16/16 s

-

27.381

[44]

FBAR

1431.165

22–82

-

-

8.5

[45]

MHz
FBAR

1247 MHz

0–83

~4/2 min

-

6.6265

[46]

QCM

10 MHz

11.3–

53/18 s

1%

0.0273

[47]

97.3
QCM

10 MHz

6.4–97.3

45/24 s

~8%

0.0287

[48]

Cantilever

2.12 MHz

10–90

30/10 s

~7%

0.13125

[49]

CMUT

47.4 MHz

0–80

~70/14 s

<1%

2.19

[50]

PMUT

2.65285

10–90

<78/54 s

<4%

0.71937

[51]

MHz

Several micromachined mass sensors are investigated and analysed in this work. Table 2.2
and Table 2.3 present comprehensive comparison between the available sensor technologies, their
physical and operating properties, sensitivities, as well as sensitivities toward humidity as an
example. These investigations indicated that the CMUT design presents an overall sensitive and
responsive sensor with little hysteresis. Furthermore, it can detect low level mass and has a
comparatively good range of detection alongside recovery time. MOS sensors are sensitive to
several different gases, and they respond according to the target analyte concentration in regard to
their different sensing layers. The reversibility factor in the MOS sensor promotes a longer life to
them and MEMS also brings about low costs for them. However, they lack due to a requirement
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of a high temperature which leads to a limitation by the need of high-power consumption.
Furthermore, humidity may reduce their sensitivity, which may be caused partially due to heating
[42], [43]. QCMs are limited in sensitivity due to their limitation of operating frequency which is
limited to how thin their quartz crystal can be made, which leads to a bigger size. Moreover, they
suffer from complex circuitry, poor selectivity and they may be affected by the ambient
temperature. SAWs are applicable to many different applications such as wireless technologies
due to their high sensitivity, fast response times, and small size, however, they also suffer from
low reproducibility, complex circuitry and a low signal to noise performance [69]. They also suffer
from an inherent limitation of not being able to work properly in liquids due to attenuation of
waves [70]. Like the QCM, they also suffer from poor selectivity and dependence on the ambient
temperature. PMUTs can operate without a voltage applied, moreover, they can be designed to
have high capacitance which leads to lower electrical impedance, consequently allowing easier
matching with integrated electronics. However, the PMUT suffers with a low electro-mechanical
coupling coefficient [71].
CMUTs present many advantages including an edge due to higher bandwidth and
sensitivity, easy integration with electronics through CMOS, and due to latest fabrication
technologies the CMUT gap can be reduced to its minimum to attain the highest sensitivity
available. CMUTs also benefit from low limit of detection, low cost, reversibility, and high-quality
factor. Furthermore, the everchanging geometries of CMUT alongside its adaptability allow it to
be touted as a revolutionary sensor [52-54], [71], [72]. Many alternative designs have been
introduced based on the CMUT configuration, including a multiple moving membrane CMUT,
M3-CMUT [5]. This design consists of an extra added flexible membrane which leads to a greater
effective capacitance and sensitivity compared to that of the traditional CMUT design.
Furthermore, the M3-CMUT design also solves the issue faced by the CMUT design which was
the limitation of the effective gap due to microfabrication [73].

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, various gas sensors have been introduced, investigated, and analysed
including MOS, QCM, SAW, PMUT, CMUT and M3-CMUT. Both MEMS-based PMUT and
CMUT are traditionally used for ultrasonic acoustic sound generation and reception, however, they
can work in an unconventional manner as gas sensors. The ultrasonic transducers can work as mass
12
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resonant sensors with an addition of a sensing layer that is reactive to the target analyte in question.
Although PMUT benefits from the piezoelectric properties, it still retains a very low electromechanical coupling, whereas CMUT shows a higher bandwidth, ready integration with
electronics and a higher mass sensitivity in the zeptogram range. The M3-CMUT works on the
basic principle of the CMUT and is further designed, developed, and investigated to achieve an
improved sensitivity in this work. Based on the analysis performed, it can be established that the
CMUT-based gas sensors are leading as mass resonant sensors due to them benefitting from a
simple structure, and low cost due to MEMS fabrication techniques which bring economies of
scale. Based on the MEMS gas sensors evaluations presented in this Chapter and due to the
aforementioned expansion on the advantages of CMUT, the M3-CMUT is the next step from the
traditional CMUT design. Therefore, the M3-CMUT-based gas sensor is investigated in Chapter 3
as a potential micromachined gas sensor.
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Chapter 3: Multiple Moving Membrane Capacitive Micromachined
Ultrasonic Transducer (CMUT)-Based Gas Sensors
3.1 Introduction
MEMS-based technology is used to manufacture many different mass sensors which with
potential detection abilities in the nanoscale level and integrability with electronics [38]. One
example of such resonant mass sensors is the capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers
(CMUT) [52]. Building on the foundation of CMUT sensor, a multiple moving membrane CMUT
(M3-CMUT) sensor is introduced [16]. The M3-CMUT works on the basic principle of operation
similar to that of a conventional CMUT [52] The M3-CMUT retains the advantages present in the
CMUT, such as low limit of detection [5], low cost, reversibility, and high-quality factor [10],
[38], [39], [53], [54]. The M3-CMUT sensor benefits from the same parallel plate structure as the
CMUT. However, it has an extra flexible membrane which acts as a bottom electrode for the top
flexible membrane. Furthermore, the added flexible membrane allows greater control over the
effective cavity height which can be used to increase the mass sensitivity of the gas sensor. Similar
to the CMUT sensor, the M3-CMUT sensor can be functionalized by different sensing layers [16],
which sense added mass changes, for relevant gas or VOC detection [16]. As a gas sensor, the M3
CMUT also retains the disadvantages of the CMUT such as poor selectivity. This can be addressed
by the utilization of an array of individual sensors with different sensing layers on the same chip
[52], [55].
In this thesis, the M3-CMUT sensor is proposed as a candidate technology for mass
detection instead of its conventional use as a transducer for ultrasonic imaging applications. This
chapter explores and analyzes the M3-CMUT as a resonant mass sensor in an unconventional
approach. The structure and operation principle of the M3-CMUT as a resonant mass sensor are
introduced alongside identification of critical design parameters through analytical modeling of
the M3-CMUT as a gas sensor.

3.2 Principle of Operation of Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic
Transducer (CMUT) – based mass sensor
The CMUT structure consists of a deflectable top membrane clamped at the edges by
anchors and suspended on a fixed bottom electrode, forming a cavity with an initial cavity height
𝑑0 [16].The top membrane is typically metalized or fabricated with a conductive material while a
14
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conductive layer deposited on a silicon substrate acts as the bottom electrode [38], [52]. Figure 3.1
illustrates a schematic view of the traditional design of the CMUT.

Figure 3. 1 Schematic design view of a capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT)

CMUTs operate as parallel plate capacitors wherein an electrostatic force is generated by
applying a DC bias voltage to the top membrane while the bottom electrode is grounded [16], [38],
as shown in (3.1). This causes the flexible top membrane to deflect towards the bottom electrode
[16], [38]. This electrostatic force is opposed by the mechanical restoring force, shown in (3.2),
due to the top membrane’s stiffness, k, as shown in (3.3) [16], [38].
To explain the relationship between the electrostatic force and mechanical restoring force,
the CMUT is modeled with a spring-mass-damper model [54]. For simplification in the analytical
modeling, this model assumes the CMUT to be acting as a parallel plate capacitor. [5], [14], [16],
[54]. As a parallel plate capacitor, the electrical field in between the plates are perpendicular.
Therefore, in this first-order spring-mass-damper model of the CMUT, illustrated in Figure 3.2,
the fringing electrostatic fields [56] are ignored.
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Figure 3. 2 Spring-mass-damper mechanical model for CMUT

The total electrostatic force exerted on the top membrane is given by [5], [14], [16], [54]:
𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 =

𝜀0 𝐴𝑉 2

(3.1)

2(𝑑0 −𝑥)2

where 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space, 𝐴 is the overlapping area between the top membrane
and the bottom electrode, 𝑉 is the DC Voltage applied to the top membrane, and 𝑥 refers to top
membrane displacement.
The mechanical restoring force exerted by the top membrane is given by Hooke’s Law [5],
[14], [16], [54]:
𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ = −𝑘𝑥

(3.2)

The spring constant, k, is based off the stiffness and residual stress of the movable top
membrane, as shown in (3.3) [5], [14], [16], [54].
16 𝜋𝐸 𝑡 3

k = 3(1−𝜐2)𝑚𝑟 2𝑚

𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏

−

𝜀0 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 𝑉 2
(𝑑)3𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

+ 4𝜋(𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 )

(3.3)

where, Em, tmemb, rmemb, υm, Amemb, σmemb, V, 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 , and σsensinglayer and tsensinglayer refer to the
Young’s modulus, thickness, radius, Poisson’s ratio, area of the membrane, residual stress of the
membrane, DC bias, effective cavity of the device (after movement of the flexible top membrane)
and thickness and residual stress of the sensing layer, respectively. The first term in (3.3) is due to
the geometry shown in Figure 3.1, the second term and third term are due to the spring softening
effect due to the applied DC bias voltage across the membrane and the residual stress of the top
clamped membrane, respectively [14], [16], [52].
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While in operation, if the applied bias voltage is increased beyond a certain point, then the
CMUT sensor’s electrostatic force, shown in (3.1), exceeds the mechanical restoring force of the
top membrane, shown in (3.2). This causes the CMUT sensor to become unstable and collapse on
to the substrate, causing irreversible damage [14], [16], [57]. This applied voltage limit at this point
is known as the collapse voltage. Therefore, the CMUT is operated near but below collapse voltage
for enhanced sensor sensitivity and to avoid device breakdown [57], [58].
The collapse voltage occurs at 1/3 of the initial cavity height,

𝑑0
3

, of the CMUT sensor and

it is calculated by combining (3.1) and (3.2), which is then derived by 𝑑𝑥 and equated to 0 as
shown in (3.4) [14], [16], [57], [58]
8𝑘𝑑3

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒 = √27𝐴𝜀0

(3.4)

0

To prevent the device breakdown at collapse voltage, an insulator is introduced above the
bottom electrode [14], [59], [60]. This changes the initial cavity height, as shown in (3.5)
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑡𝑟
𝜀𝑟

+ 𝑑0

(3.5),

where 𝑡𝑟 and 𝜀𝑟 are the thickness and relative dielectric permittivity of the insulator, respectively.
Hence, the capacitance can be calculated using the effective cavity height, as shown in (3.6).
𝐶(𝑥) = 𝑑

𝐴𝜀0

(3.6)

𝑒𝑓𝑓 −𝑥

To find the resonant frequency of the CMUT gas sensor, (3.7) is used [14]:
𝑘

𝜔𝑟 = 2𝜋𝑓 = √𝑚

𝑒𝑓𝑓

(3.7),

where, 𝜔𝑟 and 𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 refer to the angular resonant frequency and the effective mass of the top
membrane, respectively.
CMUTs can be operated unconventionally as gas sensors, functionalized by a sensing layer
deposited on the flexible top membrane. The sensing layer adsorbs VOCs increasing its overall
mass [14]. The added mass changes the balance between the electrostatic and mechanical restoring
force, causing the membrane to deflect towards the bottom electrode, hence, reducing the cavity
height. This causes a measurable increase in the capacitance, as shown in (3.6), which is reflected
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in the CMUT sensor’s resonant frequency. Therefore, an inversely proportional relationship can
be established between the added mass and the resonant frequency, allowing the CMUT to act as
a mass sensor.
Since, as a mass sensor the CMUT is functionalized with a sensing layer, therefore the
spring constant, 𝑘 in (3.3), is modified to 𝑘𝑏𝑖 in (3.8). The spring constant, 𝑘𝑏𝑖 , takes into
consideration the sensing layer thickness and residual stress associated with it [16].
𝑘𝑏𝑖 =

64 𝜋 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
2
𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝜀0 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 𝑉 2
(𝑑)3𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

−

+ 4𝜋(𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏 + 𝜎𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 )

(3.8)

Deffective is the effective flexural rigidity rather than the flexural rigidity and it is defined as
[16]:
𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 =

𝐴𝐶−𝑁 2

(3.9)

𝐴

where the terms A, C and N are defined as [16] :
𝐸

𝐸

𝐴 = 1−𝑣𝑚2 𝑡𝑚 + 1−𝑣𝑠 2 𝑡𝑠
𝑚

(3.10)

𝑠

𝐸

𝐸

𝑚
𝑠
2
2
2
𝑁 = 2(1−𝑣
2 ) 𝑡𝑚 + 2(1−𝑣 2 ) ((𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑚 ) − 𝑡𝑚
𝑚

𝐸

𝐸

𝑚
𝑠
3
3
3
𝐶 = 3(1−𝑣
2 ) 𝑡𝑚 + 3(1−𝑣 2 ) ((𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑚 ) − 𝑡𝑚
𝑚

(3.11)

𝑠

(3.12)

𝑠

3.3 Electrical Equivalent Circuit Model
Since the CMUT acts as an electromechanical system, it can be analyzed and modeled by
replacing its mechanical parameters with electrical components. Figure 3.3 shows the electrical
equivalent circuit model for a CMUT [61], [62].

Figure 3. 3 Electrical Equivalent Circuit Model for CMUT
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In this model, C0 represents the capacitance of the membrane, and it is calculated by (3.6),
while n represents the electromechanical conversion between the electrical and mechanical
domains, as shown in (3.13).
𝑛=

𝜀0 𝐴𝑉𝑖

(3.13)

(𝑑0 −𝑥)2

Lm and Cm represent the equivalent inductance and capacitance of the top membrane,
respectively. Lm refers to meff which is the effective mass of the membrane and Cm represents
inverse of the k, the spring constant of the membrane [61], [62].

3.4 Principle of Operation of Multiple Moving Membrane Capacitive
Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer (M3-CMUT) – based mass sensor
The CMUT sensor can be further developed into a M3-CMUT sensor as a candidate
technology for VOC detection. The M3-CMUT sensor benefits from two or more flexible
membranes that contribute towards greater control of the effective cavity height [52]. This may be
used to increase the mass sensitivity of the gas sensor. In this design, the top membrane or middle
membranes can be biased in several different ways [52], as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3. 4 Schematic design view of a two-port M3- CMUT with capacitances shown.

Single-port and two-port M3-CMUT sensors are the two configurations introduced in this
thesis. Both of these configurations consist of two deflectable membranes, clamped at the edges
and suspended on top of a bottom static electrode. In the two-port configuration, these deflectable
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membranes are individually connected to electrical pads, as shown in Figure 3.4. Whereas, in the
single-port configuration the middle membrane and bottom electrode are connected during
fabrication. In both these configurations, the middle deflectable membrane acts as a bottom
electrode for the top membrane [52]. In the normal biasing mode, the M3-CMUT sensor is biased
by a DC voltage to the top membrane whilst the middle membrane and the bottom electrode are
grounded. This thesis is focused on the normal biasing mode for the M3-CMUT sensor, and the
finite element analysis simulations and measurements in the subsequent chapters of the thesis are
all done with that taken into consideration.
Figure 3.5 shows a modified spring-mass-damper model based on the conventional CMUT
spring-mass-damper model. This new spring mass model for the M3-CMUT sensor considers the
movable middle membrane and its formed capacitances with the top membrane and the bottom
electrode.

Figure 3. 5 Modified spring-mass-damper model for M3-CMUT sensor.

The electrostatic force due to the applied bias voltage on the M3-CMUT sensor is more
complex than the CMUT sensor. This electrostatic force is a function of three distinct electrostatic
forces as shown in (3.14).
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𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑓( 𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠 +
𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 +
𝐹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒)

(3.14)

Similar to the CMUT design, the complex electrostatic forces are opposed by the
mechanical restoring forces, as shown in (3.2) for the top membrane and (3.15) for the middle
membrane [16], [52].
𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ−𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 𝑘𝑚 𝑦

(3.15)

The applied DC bias voltage to the top membrane causes a deflection towards the middle
membrane, reducing the cavity height in between them. However, the cavity height is reduced
even further due to the electrostatic force, which attracts the flexible middle membrane towards
the top membrane [52].
Therefore, the effective cavity height, 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 , can be calculated by adding up the
individual displacements of each flexible membrane, as shown in (3.16)
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑑0 − (𝑥 + 𝑦)

(3.16)

where x, y and 𝑑0 represent the top membrane displacement, the middle membrane displacement
and initial cavity height between the top and middle deflectable membranes, respectively.
Furthermore, the capacitance in (3.6) is changed as per (3.17)
𝐶(𝑥) = 𝑑

𝐴𝜀0

0 −(𝑥+𝑦)

(3.17),

where A refers to the overlapping area between the deflectable membranes.
Similar to the CMUT sensor, the M3-CMUT sensor is operated close to the collapse voltage
of the top membrane, which occurs at 1/3 of the initial cavity height between the two deflectable
membranes. Due to the complexity of the electrostatic forces, the pull-in voltage is calculated by
the finite element analysis simulations wherein the displacement magnitudes of the deflectable
membranes are added up at different DC bias voltages until the sum reaches 1/3 of the initial cavity
height between the two deflectable membranes of the M3-CMUT sensor.
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3.5 Identification of Critical Design Parameters
The focus of this thesis is based on the sensitivity analysis of the M3-CMUT as a gas sensor
and therefore any factors affecting the sensitivity need to be identified. Similar to the CMUT, the
sensitivity of the M3-CMUT as a resonant mass sensor is defined by [14], [16]:
𝛥𝑓

𝑆 = 𝛥𝑚

(3.18)

As per (3.18) the sensitivity of the M3-CMUT sensor is dependent upon the resonant
frequency and the added mass. Therefore, the sensitivity is dependent upon the top membrane’s
spring constant as per (3.8) and the effective mass, which includes the mass of the membrane,
mass of the sensing layer and mass of the VOC, as per (3.7). From the (3.7), (3.8), (3.10)-(3.12)
and (3.14)-(3.17), the critical parameters that affect the sensitivity are identified and classified in
Table 3.1.
Table 3. 1 Identified Critical Design Parameters for M3-CMUT sensor

Effective Mass

manalyte , added mass of the analyte
m sensing layer , added mass of the sensing layer
m top membrane , mass of the top membrane

Voltage

Vtop , voltage bias applied on the top membrane
Vmiddle , voltage bias applied on the middle membrane

Thickness

t sl , thickness of the sensing layer
t mt , thickness of the top membrane
t mm , thickness of the middle membrane

Cavity Height

d2 , effective cavity between the deflectable plates
d1 , effective cavity between the middle membrane and bottom electrode.

Radius

rSL , radius of the Sensing Layer
rmt , radius of the Top Membrane
rmm , radius of the Middle Membrane

Stress

σsensing layer
Material Dependent = { σtop membrane
σmiddle membrane
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The stresses of the membranes are material dependent due to which they are not
controllable by the user. Therefore, the finite element analysis simulations will not consider the
stress of the membranes and keep a constant material while investigating the geometric parameters.

3.6 Summary
This chapter introduces a multiple moving membrane capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducer (M3-CMUT) based on the conventional design of a capacitive micromachined
ultrasonic transducer (CMUT). In an unconventional approach, the M3-CMUT is introduced as a
mass resonant sensor. Initially the CMUT principle of operation is discussed followed by the
introduction of a spring-mass-damper model for the M3-CMUT as a gas sensor. In the introduced
first order spring-mass-damper model the fringing electrostatic fields are ignored in addition to the
membrane curvature to simplify the model. Furthermore, the modified spring-mass-damper model
for M3-CMUT sensor, as shown in Figure 3.5, incorporates the sensing layer with its intrinsic
stresses and the middle moving membrane in the analytical model. Consequently, analytical
modeling is done on the M3-CMUT design to identify the critical design parameters of the
proposed M3-CMUT sensor. Chapter 4 analyzes the identified critical design parameters and their
effects on the resonant frequency of the proposed M3-CMUT sensor by using FEA simulations.
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Chapter 4: Proposed Multiple Moving Membrane Capacitive
Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer (CMUT)-Based Gas Sensors
- Design, Simulations, and Evaluations
4.1 Introduction
Two-port M3-CMUT gas sensors are introduced and analyzed in Chapter 3, which
comprise of double deflectable membranes suspended over a bottom electrode, forming air cavities
between each of them. As a gas sensor, the M3-CMUT is functionalized by a sensing layer selective
towards a target VOC. When the M3-CMUT gas sensor with the sensing layer is exposed to VOC,
it adsorbs the VOC molecules which causes a shift in the operating center resonant frequency of
the sensor. As iterated in Chapter 3, the geometrical design properties alongside the material
properties of the M3-CMUT gas sensor influence the center resonant frequency of the device.
Consequently, as per (3.18), this affects the sensitivity of the M3-CMUT-based gas sensor. This
chapter presents FEA simulations which are conducted through COMSOL Multiphysics in order
to do a sensitivity analysis of the M3-CMUT as a gas sensor. The evaluated critical parameters
include bias voltage on the top membrane, top membrane thickness, top membrane and middle
membrane radii, effective cavity height between the top and middle deflectable membranes, the
ratio between the effective cavity heights between the top and middle deflectable membranes and
middle membrane and bottom electrode, respectively. Further information regarding the FEA
simulations conducted, the details of the simulations setup and hardware specifications are also
provided in this chapter.

4.2 COMSOL Multiphysics and System Setup
COMSOL Multiphysics, version 5.5, is used to conduct the FEA simulations to study the
effect of critical parameters for sensitivity analysis of M3-CMUT gas sensor. COMSOL
Multiphysics is a finite element analysis solver that allows conventional physics-based user
interfaces and coupled systems of partial differential equations (PDEs) for multidisciplinary
system assessment [63]. In this thesis, Eigenfrequency analysis is conducted using the Solid
Mechanics and Electrostatic Physics interfaces under the MEMS module. These physics interfaces
are coupled electromechanically for subsequent detailed analysis of the M3-CMUT gas sensor
through a parametric sweep study. The software is run with Windows Server 2016 operating
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system, a 2.00 GHz Intel Xeon CPU consisting of 16 Cores and a total 384 GB RAM.
Postprocessing on the data obtained from the FEA simulations is performed both on the
aforementioned system and a Desktop system with Windows 10 Pro operating system, a 1.60 GHz
Intel Core i5-8250 CPU and a total of 8 GB RAM.

4.3 Boundary Conditions for M3-CMUT in FEA Simulations
This thesis presents a two-port M3-CMUT gas sensor designed in COMSOL Multiphysics
as shown in Figure 4.1. In the M3-CMUT gas sensor design, the moving parts of the design are
only the top and middle deflecting membranes. Furthermore, these moving membranes are
anchored on their edges. Table 4.1 shows the material properties of Polysilicon which is used to
design the M3-CMUT in COMSOL Multiphysics.

Figure 4. 1 Two-port M3-CMUT gas sensor geometric design
Table 4. 1 Material properties for Polysilicon for M3-CMUT gas sensor design used in COMSOL Multiphysics.

Polysilicon

Young’s Modulus (E)

Density (ρ)
3

(Gpa)

(kg/m )
160

2320

Relative Permittivity

Poisson’s Ratio

(ε)

(ν)
4.5

0.22

Conducted electrostatic FEA simulations on the device in Figure 4.1, show that including
anchors in the simulation, changes the operating resonant frequency by less than 1.17%, however
it does influence the collapse voltage of the device. Due to this, anchors are ignored in the rest of
the FEA simulations, while the effective radius, radius in between the anchors, of the moving
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membranes is used to simulate the design, as shown in Figure 4.1. The effect of the anchor size
however is investigated in Chapter 5.
In the two-port M3-CMUT gas sensor, as any deflection occurs in the top and middle
membranes when a DC voltage is applied on them, therefore, the top and middle membranes are
kept as free moving in the Solid Mechanics module. However, to simulate the anchoring in the
FEA simulation, only the edges of the moving membranes are kept as fixed constraints alongside
the bottom electrode in the Solid Mechanics module, as shown in Figure 4.2. Applying fixed
constraints as boundary conditions allows to simplify the structure whilst creating a clamped edges
device. Furthermore, the two air cavities, shown in Figure 4.2, are set as the deforming domain to
allow the membranes’ deflections to occur due to the electrostatic force created by the applied DC
voltage.

Figure 4. 2 Boundary conditions for two-port M3-CMUT gas sensor geometric design in COMSOL Multiphysics

Moreover, an added mass boundary condition is added in the Solid Mechanics module on
the top membrane to emulate the adsorbed VOC as shown in Figure 4.3. Conducted electrostatic
FEA simulations on the device in Figure 4.1, show that the sensing layer thickness has less than
0.3% effect on the resonant frequency. This further allows to include the sensing layer which can
be incorporated as an added mass. Therefore, (4.1) can be deduced from (3.7).
fr = √4π2 (m

k
membrane +msensing layer +manalyte )

(4.1),

Furthermore, to create an electrostatic force in between the movable membranes and
bottom electrode, a voltage bias is applied to the M3-CMUT gas sensor. In this thesis, the voltage
bias is applied to the top membrane while the middle membrane and bottom electrode are
grounded, as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4. 3 Added mass boundary condition (blue) for two-port M3-CMUT gas sensor geometric design in COMSOL
Multiphysics

Figure 4. 4. (a) The top and bottom surfaces (highlighted in blue) of the top membrane is defined as the terminal to apply DC bias
voltage. (b) the middle electrode and the bottom electrode are grounded.

4.4 Domain Meshing Convergence Study
Domain meshing is an important step of FEA simulations. A domain mesh is made up of
several smaller elements that represent the shape of the geometric design [64] to be simulated.
Meshing turns irregular shapes into common smaller shapes called elements. Choosing an
appropriate mesh for the M3-CMUT gas sensor sensitivity analysis is a required step to reduce
memory-intensive steps [65]. In COMSOL Multiphysics, domain meshing utilizes four element
shapes which are tetrahedral, hexahedral, triangular prisms and pyramids. Furthermore, the
element size ranges from extremely coarse to extremely fine [65].
The simulated devices in this chapter, and the subsequent chapter 5 have dimensions in the
range of microns to tens of microns. Therefore, appropriate meshing is required for the FEA
simulations considering that different thickness and radii of the membranes are being investigated.
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A mesh convergence study is conducted in order to choose an appropriate mesh for the M3CMUT gas sensor FEA simulations. Consequently, different meshes are employed on the M3CMUT gas sensor with the design geometry dimensions shown in Table 4.2, in order to evaluate
the impact of meshing on simulations. Table 4.3 shows the different meshes employed with their
respective resonant frequencies, domain elements, boundary elements and edge elements.
Furthermore Figure 4.5 shows the meshed structure with user controlled normal and fine mesh.
User controlled meshes are used to reduce the computational time [65].
Table 4. 2 M3-CMUT gas sensor geometric dimensions for Mesh Convergence Study

Radius of Top Membrane, Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode

20 µm

Thickness of Top Membrane

1.5 µm

Thickness of Middle Membrane

2.0 µm

Thickness of Bottom Electrode

0.5 µm

Cavity between Top and Middle Membranes.

0.25 µm

Cavity between Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode

0.25 µm

Table 4. 3 M3-CMUT gas sensor Meshing Results

Mesh

Frequency

Domain

Boundary

Edge

Total Number of

Type

(MHz)

Elements

Elements

Elements

Elements

Extra

14.923

12064

4752

376

17,192

Coarser

14.874

23338

8400

496

32,234

Coarse

14.812

103359

28094

872

132,325

Normal

14.806

137172

34090

976

172,238

Fine

14.800

524257

99670

1624

625,551

Finer

14.797

1201009

191096

2212

1,394,317

Coarse
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Figure 4. 5 (a) User-controlled Normal mesh applied on the M3-CMUT gas sensor structure (b) Fine mesh applied on the M3CMUT gas sensor structure

As the number of elements are increased with each mesh size, the change of frequency
from one size to another in the simulation decreases. Therefore, an analysis is done to study how
increasing the number of elements eliminates simulation mesh dependency. An appropriate mesh
is chosen when there is an absence of a significant change in the resonant frequency when changing
the mesh rendering the model’s result independent of the number of meshing elements. Figure 4.6
shows the results of the mesh convergence study. The user-controlled normal mesh provides a
0.04% deviation when the mesh is changed from user-controlled normal to fine, hence increasing
the number of elements. Therefore, the model can achieve the same result while utilizing lesser
computational resources and have a faster simulation time. Thus, the user-controlled normal mesh
is chosen for the subsequent simulations involving proposed gas sensor structures.

Figure 4. 6 Mesh Convergence Study – Frequency (MHz) vs Number of Elements for M3-CMUT structure
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4.5 Sensor Performance Evaluations and Simulation
In this section critical identified parameters in Chapter 3 are investigated including voltage
bias, cavity height between top and middle membranes (d2 ), two-gap Height ratio:

d2
d1

(Cavity

Height between Top and Middle Membranes (d2 )/Cavity Height between Middle Membrane and
Bottom Electrode (d1 )), top membrane radius, top membrane thickness and middle membrane
radius.
To do performance evaluation on the M3-CMUT gas sensor a parametric sweep study,
wherein two parameters are set to have all combinations evaluated which are added mass of gas
molecule in each case and the case parameter that is to be changed, a stationary study (for
membrane deformation and displacement) and an eigenfrequency study (for resonant frequency
shift identification) are done. Hence from this, data plots are generated to show the effect of the
varied parameter on the frequency of the M3-CMUT gas sensor at different added mass conditions.

4.5.1 Effect of Voltage Bias
The DC voltage bias applied on the top membrane of the M3-CMUT gas sensor is one of
the critical design parameters identified in Table 3.1, which influences the resonant frequency of
the M3-CMUT gas sensor. It can be deduced from (3.8) that the voltage bias effects term 2 of the
spring constant equation. Increasing the voltage bias results in a proportional increase in term 2 of
the spring constant. This results in a higher spring softening effect, therefore, the spring constant
and consequently the resonant frequency decreases for a larger voltage bias, as shown in (4.1).
fr = √4π2 (m

k

(4.1)

membrane +msensing layer +manalyte )

In this section, the effect of the voltage bias on the M3-CMUT gas sensor is investigated
by FEA simulations for voltage bias ranging from 0 to 85V, which is near the calculated collapse
voltage of ~100 V of the device being simulated. Structural parameters of the simulated device are
shown in Table 4.4. Furthermore, the effects of voltage bias on the resonant frequency and
frequency shift are investigated.
Table 4. 4 Structural properties of simulated M3-CMUT gas sensor to evaluate the effect of voltage bias

Voltage (V)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,
85
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Top Membrane, Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode
Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Cavity between Top and Middle Membrane (µm)
Cavity between Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode
(µm)

20
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.25
0.25

Figure 4.7 shows the effect of voltage on the resonant frequency of the device. Figure 4.8
shows the effect of changing mass on frequency at different voltages.

Figure 4. 7 Frequency (MHz) vs Voltage at different added masses for M3-CMUT gas sensor
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Figure 4. 8 Frequency200pg-Frequency0pg (MHz) at different voltages Vx vs Voltage for M3-CMUT gas sensor

From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, it is observed as voltage is increased, the frequency shift
increases at different added masses, wherein the highest frequency shift is near the collapse
voltage. At the collapse voltage, the top membrane is softer as per (3.8) wherein as voltage
increases, the spring constant decreases. Furthermore, operating near collapse voltage allows the
device to operate at a higher quality factor as well. This is in agreement with the analytical
modelling equations, wherein if the voltage is increased then the spring constant would decrease
leading to a lower resonant frequency thus a higher frequency shift. Therefore, the collapse voltage
is the voltage that the device should be operated at to achieve the highest sensitivity as at the
collapse voltage the frequency shift of the simulated device is the highest as shown in Figure 4.8.

4.5.2 Effect of Cavity Height between Top and Middle Membranes (𝐝𝟐 )
The cavity height between the top and middle flexible membranes is a critical factor that
plays a major role in influencing the M3-CMUT gas sensor as identified in Table 3.4.1. As per
(3.1) and (3.14), a higher cavity height results in a lower electrostatic force in between the two
flexible membranes, therefore, the collapse voltage is higher. Furthermore, a higher cavity height
results in a higher spring constant as per (3.8) due to the second term, the spring softening effect
due to the DC bias voltage. In this section, the effect of cavity height between the two flexible
membranes is evaluated using FEA simulations for cavity heights ranging from 0.25 µm to 1.0
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µm. Structural parameters of the simulated device are shown in Table 4.5. Furthermore, the effects
of cavity height between the two flexible membranes on the resonant frequency and frequency
shift are investigated. In the FEA simulations, the ratio between the cavity between the top and
middle membranes and the cavity between middle membrane and bottom electrode is kept
constant, as that is one of the effects that is investigated in the coming sections.
Table 4. 5 Structural properties of simulated M3-CMUT gas sensor to evaluate the effect of cavity height

Voltage (V)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,85

Top Membrane, Middle Membrane and Bottom
Electrode Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Cavity between Top and Middle Membrane (µm)
Cavity between Middle Membrane and Bottom
Electrode (µm)

20
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0

For fair comparison, and to observe the effect of cavity heights across a large range of
voltages the design collapse voltages were calculated at each different cavity height, as shown in
Table 4.6.
Table 4. 6 Collapse Voltage of M3-CMUT gas sensor design at different cavity heights

Cavity Height (µm)

Pull down Voltage (V)

0.25

99

0.50

281

0.75

516

1.0

795

Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10, Figures 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the effect of cavity height at
different voltages and added masses on the resonant frequency of the device.
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Figure 4. 9 Frequency (MHz) vs Voltage at different added masses for M3-CMUT gas sensor

Figure 4. 10 Frequency (MHz) vs Voltage at different added masses for M3-CMUT gas sensor
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Figure 4. 11 Frequency (MHz) vs Voltage at different added masses for M 3-CMUT gas sensor

Figure 4. 12 Frequency (MHz) vs Voltage at different added masses for M3-CMUT gas sensor

From Figure 4.9, Figures 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, it is observed as the cavity
height increases, the resonant frequency increases. At a smaller cavity, the voltage effect on the
frequency is higher. It should be noted that the simulation did not run at collapse voltage for each
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cavity height, and the different M3-CMUT designs were evaluated in the range of 0 to 85 V. This
is because 85 V is the maximum reasonable voltage for MEMS gas sensing applications.
The results seen from Figure 4.9, Figures 4.10, Figures 4.11 and Figure 4.12 are in
agreement with the analytical modelling as per (3.8), wherein increasing the cavity height
decreases the second term, the spring softening effect due to the bias voltage.

Figure 4. 13 Frequency shift (|Freq@X µm-Freq@0.25 µm|) (kHz) vs Cavity Heights (µm) at Different Voltages,
f1@cavity=0.25 µm, mass @200pg for M3-CMUT

Figure 4.13 shows the frequency shift as the cavity height is increased while the initial
cavity height is set to 0.25 µm. It is observed that the frequency shift due to cavity increases as
cavity height increases, however the increase in the frequency shift slows down after 0.75 µm. As
per (3.18), the sensitivity is the highest when the frequency shift is the highest. The advantage of
increasing the cavity height can be deduced from Figure 4.13 as a little increase in sensitivity as
M3-CMUT reaches the collapse voltage. A similar trend can be extrapolated near the collapse
voltages of the devices with a larger cavity height. However, for larger cavity heights, a very large
collapse voltage is required, although as the sensitivity increase would not be as significant.
Operating farther away from the device optimum (near the collapse voltage) would result in a
lower quality factor. Therefore, the cavity height should be kept as large as possible, to have a
higher achievable sensitivity, however, while keeping the collapse voltage as per the application
requirement.
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4.5.3 Effect of Two-gap Cavity Height ratio:

𝐝𝟐
𝐝𝟏

(Cavity Height between Top

and Middle Membranes (𝐝𝟐 )/Cavity Height between Middle Membrane
and Bottom Electrode (𝐝𝟏 )
The cavity height between the middle flexible membrane and bottom electrode is one of
the critical factors identified which affects the resonant frequency of the M3-CMUT gas as shown
in Table 3.4.1. (3.8) has no direct correlation to the cavity height between the middle flexible
membrane and the bottom electrode, therefore, to analyze its effect indirectly, a two-gap cavity
height ratio is analyzed. In the previous section, to analyze the effect of the cavity height between
the flexible membranes, the ratio between the two cavity heights is kept the same. In this section,
the ratio between the cavity heights is changed while keeping all the other factors the same and
the effect of this change on the resonant frequency of the device is evaluated over a range of voltage
from 0 to 85 V as a feasible applied voltage for the application of this work. Structural parameters
of the simulated device are shown in Table 4.7. Furthermore, the effects of cavity height between
the two flexible membranes on the resonant frequency and frequency shift are investigated.
Table 4. 7 Structural properties of simulated M3-CMUT gas sensor to evaluate the effect of two-gap cavity height ratio

Voltage (V)
Top Membrane, Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode
Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Cavity between Top and Middle Membrane (µm)
Cavity between Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode
(µm)
Two- gap cavity height ratio (Cavity 2/Cavity 1)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,85
20
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.25, 0.50, 0.75
0.25, 0.50, 0.75
0.33, 0.66, 1.5, 3.0

Figure 4.14 shows the effect of changing the two-cavity gap ratio (cavity 2/cavity 1) on
the resonant frequency of the device. Figure 4.15 shows the frequency shift as the two-cavity gap
ratio is increased when the initial ratio is set to 0.33.
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Figure 4. 14 Frequency (MHz) vs Different two-cavity height ratio with mass @200pg at Different Voltages for M3-CMUT

Figure 4. 15 Frequency Shift (MHz) vs Different two-cavity height ratio with mass @200pg at Different Voltages for M3-CMUT

From in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, as the two-cavity height ratio increases, the Resonant
Frequency and the frequency shift reach a maximum. As two-cavity height ratio = cavity 2/cavity
1, and cavity 2 is the upper cavity between the top and middle membranes, therefore, the cavity 2
has a higher effect on the resonant frequency and the frequency shift than the cavity 1. This is
understandable because the voltage bias is between the top and middle flexible membrane and the
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middle flexible membrane and bottom electrode are grounded From the (3.8), we can observe that
as the cavity 2 height increases, the spring softening effect decreases. Therefore, increasing the
cavity 2 height allows to reduce the effect of the voltage on the device. Cavity 1 does not influence
the resonant frequency of the M3-CMUT sensor if the two-cavity height ratio is kept above 1.5, as
seen in Figure 4.15 due to the frequency shift reaching a maximum at 2.13 MHz, 0.37 MHz and
0.6 MHz at 5 V, 45 V, 85 V, respectively.
At this juncture, there is more control over the sensitivity of the device by only regulating
the upper cavity as long as the two-cavity height ratio is kept at 0.66. Furthermore, this also allows
the sensor to operate near collapse voltage without affecting the resonant frequency nor the
sensitivity of the device, rather it allows a higher quality factor. Therefore, to attain a high
sensitivity near collapse voltage, the sensor should have a two-gap cavity height ratio of 0.66, as
the highest frequency shift is seen at that two-gap cavity height ratio.

4.5.4 Effect of Top Membrane Radius
The top membrane radius is one of the identified critical design parameters which
influences the resonant frequency of the sensor. It can be deduced from (3.8) that the top membrane
radius effects both the first and second terms in the spring constant which refer to the physical
dimensions of the sensor and the spring softening effect due to the DC bias voltage. As the radius
of the M3-CMUT sensor is increased, there is an inversely proportional decrease in the first term
of (3.8). Furthermore, as the radius is increased, the stiffness and the resonant frequency as per
(4.1) decreases. In this section, the effect of top membrane radius on the resonant frequency and
frequency shift of the sensor is simulated and analyzed through FEA simulations. The top
membrane radius is varied from 40 µm to 80 µm over a range of voltage from 0 to 85 V. Structural
parameters of the simulated device are shown in Table 4.8. Furthermore, Figure 4.16 shows the
calculated collapse voltage as the top membrane radius is increased for the simulated sensor.
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Table 4. 8 Structural properties of simulated M3-CMUT gas sensor to evaluate the effect of top membrane radius

Voltage (V)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,85

Middle Membrane and Bottom Electrode Radius
(µm)
Top Membrane Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Both Cavities (between flexible membranes, and
between middle membrane and bottom electrode)
(µm)

20
40,50,60,70,80
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.75

Collapse Voltage vs Top Membrane Radius (μm)
2500
2068

Collapse Voltage (V)

2000
1500
1000

517
500

230

129

83

57
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Top Membrane Radius (μm)
Figure 4. 16 Collapse Voltage vs Top Membrane Radius (µm)

Figure 4.17 shows the effect of increasing the top membrane radius on the resonant
frequency of the device at 25 V and different added masses. Figure 4.18 shows the frequency shift
when increasing the radius when the initial radius is kept at 40 µm at 25V and different added
masses.
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Figure 4. 17 Resonant Frequency (MHz) vs Radius (µm) at 25 V and different added masses

Figure 4. 18 Frequency Shift (Fradius@x µm-Fradius@40 µm) (MHz) vs Top Membrane Radius (µm) at 25V and different
added masses

From Figure 4.17 it can be seen that as the top membrane radius increases, the resonant
frequency decreases. Likewise, from Figure 4.18 it can be seen as the top membrane radius
increases, the frequency shift increases however the rate of increase slows down as the radius is
increased further. This is in agreement with the deduction from (3.8) and (4.1) as explained earlier.
Therefore, larger top membrane radii result in softer top membranes.
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From Figure 4.16 it can be observed that as the radius is increased, the collapse voltage
decreases considerably. Therefore, to design a sensitive sensor, it would be feasible to keep a
smaller top membrane radius however it should be kept in mind, that there is a tradeoff wherein
increasing the radius would increase the potential energy kept in the plate, and hence give a higher
clamping Q-factor in return giving sharper resonant frequency peaks with lower noise floors [9].
Furthermore, increasing the top-membrane radius would also lead to a higher sensing area –
assuming the sensing layer is of similar dimension to the top membrane.

4.5.5 Effect of Top Membrane Thickness
The top membrane thickness is another one of the identified critical design parameters
which influences the resonant frequency of the sensor. It can be deduced from (3.8) that the top
membrane radius effects both the third term in (3.8) which refers to the stress on the top membrane
of the sensor and the mass of the sensor as per (4.1). As the top membrane the M3-CMUT sensor
is increased, there is a decrease in the stiffness and the resonant frequency as per (4.1) decreases
due to the increased mass of the sensor. In this section, the effect of top membrane radius on the
resonant frequency and frequency shift of the sensor is simulated and analyzed through FEA
simulations. The top membrane radius is varied from 1.5 µm to 3.4 µm over a range of voltage
from 0 to 85 V. Structural parameters of the simulated device are shown in Table 4.9.
Table 4. 9 Structural properties of simulated M3-CMUT gas sensor to evaluate the effect of top membrane thickness

Voltage (V)
Top Membrane, Middle Membrane and
Bottom Electrode Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Both Cavities (between flexible
membranes, and between middle
membrane and bottom electrode) (µm)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,85
20
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5
2.0
0.5
0.75
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Figure 4. 19 Frequency (MHz) vs Top Membrane thicknesses(um) at different voltage at 20V and mass@200pg

Figure 4. 20 Frequency Shift (kHz) vs Top Membrane Thickness (µm) at 20V and mass@200pg

From Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, it can be seen that the resonant frequency increases as
the top membrane increases, whereas the frequency shift decreases as the top membrane increases.
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Therefore, the top membrane should be kept low to have a higher sensitive device. This agrees
with the (3.8) and (4.1). Furthermore, due to a thinner top membrane the device would be lighter.

4.5.6 Effect of Middle Membrane Radius
The middle membrane radius is another one of the identified critical design parameters
which influences the resonant frequency of the sensor According to (3.8) that the middle
membrane radius is not included in any of the term affecting the resonant frequency of the device.
However, according to (3.14) the radius of the middle membrane does affect the electrostatic force
in between the membranes. To assess the effect of the middle membrane radius in this section, the
resonant frequency and frequency shift of the sensor is simulated and analyzed through FEA
simulations. The middle membrane radius is varied from 5 µm to 10 µm over a range of voltage
from 0 to 85 V with a step of 40V while the top membrane radius is set to 20 µm and it is varied
from 5 µm to 20 µm over a range of voltage from 0 to 85 V with a step of 40V while the top
membrane radius is set to 40 µm. This is done to see if the ratio of the top membrane to middle
membrane radius might affect the resonant frequency of the device. Structural parameters of the
simulated device are shown in Table 4.10.
Table 4. 10 Structural properties of simulated M3-CMUT gas sensor to evaluate the effect of middle membrane radius

Voltage (V)
Bottom Electrode Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Radius (µm) and Middle
Membrane Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Both Cavities (between flexible membranes, and
between middle membrane and bottom
electrode) (µm)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,85
20
{20: 10,5}
And
{40: 20,10,5}
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.75
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Figure 4. 21 Frequency (MHz) vs Middle Membrane Radius (m) at different Top Membrane Radii and mass at 200pg

From Figure 4.21, it is seen that when the top membrane radius is 20 µm, then there is no
effect seen in the resonant frequency due to the changing middle membrane radius. However, as
the top membrane radius is set to 40 µm, then as the middle membrane radius is increased, the
resonant frequency decreases. This effect is seen larger as the middle membrane reaches a value
closer to the top membrane radius. Therefore, to find a high sensitivity, the middle membrane
should be kept large, as the effect of the middle membrane is highest at a larger radius.

4.5.7 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is done once appropriate parameters are chosen for each critical
parameter, after which added mass is varied for each device. The sensitivity is calculated with the
formula S=∆f/∆m, which was introduced in the earlier chapters. Conventionally, the device would
require to be functionalized by a sensing material, whereby when it would adsorb any target gas
material, the resonant frequency would change accordingly. However, to mimic the adsorption of
the gas molecules, the added mass condition in Solid Mechanics is used in FEA simulations by
COMSOL Physics ®. The devices each are biased near the collapse voltage to evaluate the
sensitivity of the device.
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Figure 4. 22 Sensitivity (kHz/pg) vs Cavity Height (µm) at 85 V

Figure 4. 23 Sensitivity (Hz/pg) vs Top Membrane Thickness (µm) at 20 V
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Figure 4. 24 Sensitivity(kHz/ug) vs Top Membrane Radius (µm) @25V

Figure 4. 25 Sensitivity (kHz/pg) vs Middle Membrane Radius (µm) at different Top Membrane radii at 85 V

From Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23, and Figure 4.24 it is seen that the sensitivity is the highest
at the lowest cavity height, lowest top membrane thickness, and lowest top membrane radius.
Therefore, the device with the lowest cavity height between the flexible membranes gives the
highest sensitivity.
Furthermore, the device with a thinner top membrane provides a higher sensitivity due to
a lower mass of the device. Finally, the device with a lower top membrane radius provides a higher
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sensitivity. From this it is understood, that to achieve a higher sensitivity the device should be
minimized, and its mass should be reduced while keeping its cavity height as low as possible. This
also allows to operate the device at a feasible collapse voltage.

4.5.8 Summary
This chapter discusses and analyzes the identified critical design parameters as shown in
Table 3.1 for the M3-CMUT mass sensor. These critical design parameters are evaluated by using
Eigenfrequency and Stationary studies to see their effects on the resonant frequency and the
frequency shift of the device through FEA simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics. The
evaluated critical parameters include bias voltage, cavity height between the top and middle
flexible membranes, the two-gap cavity height ratio, top membrane thickness and middle
membrane radius. As per the analysis and evaluation, smaller top membrane radii, thinner top
membranes and smaller cavity heights contribute towards a sensitive M3-CMUT sensor. Chapter
5 discusses the sensitivity analysis of the M3-CMUT gas sensor bounded by the rules of
PolyMUMPs to have feasible design parameters.
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Chapter 5: Sensitivity Analysis of CMUT and M3-CMUT Gas
Sensors with PolyMUMPs parameters
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents FEA simulations which are conducted through COMSOL
Multiphysics in order to do a sensitivity analysis of the M3-CMUT-based and CMUT-based
designs as mass sensors. In this chapter, critical identified parameters simulated in Chapter 4 are
further investigated to improve the M3-CMUT device bounded by PolyMUMPs parameters. The
evaluated critical design parameters are middle membrane radius at top membrane radius of 20
µm and middle membrane radius of 5 µm and 10 µm and top membrane radius of 40 µm and
middle membrane radius of 5 µm, 10 µm and 20 µm.
Furthermore, as iterated in Chapter 3, the mass sensor’s geometrical design influences the
center resonant frequency of the device. Consequently, the anchors supporting the top flexible
membrane for both CMUTs and M3-CMUTs influence the resonant frequency of the device.
Consequently, as per (3.18), this affects the sensitivity of the M3-CMUT-based gas sensor.
Similarly, this affects the sensitivity of the CMUT-based sensor as well.
Therefore, top membrane anchors are also investigated to see any effect on the device
resonant frequency and frequency shift for both the M3-CMUT-based and CMUT-based mass
sensors. The structural parameters used for the simulations in this chapter are given in Table 5.1
Table 5. 1 Structural parameters used for M3-CMUT device sensitivity analysis with PolyMUMPs

Voltage (V)
Bottom Electrode Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Radius (µm) and Middle Membrane
Radius (µm)
Top Membrane Thickness (µm)
Middle Membrane Thickness (µm)
Bottom Electrode Thickness (µm)
Cavity between top and middle membrane (µm)
Cavity between middle and bottom membrane (µm)
(Post) Anchor 1 (Polysilicon)
(Post) Anchor 2 (Polysilicon) (not included for
CMUT)

0,5,15,25,35,45,55,65,75,85
20
{20: 10,5}
And
{40: 20,10,5}
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.75
2.0
{3,6,9} μm
{3,6,9} μm
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5.2 Effect of Middle Membrane Radius with PolyMUMPs parameters
To do performance evaluation for the effect of the middle membrane radius with
PolyMUMPs parameters on the M3-CMUT gas sensor a parametric sweep study, wherein two
parameters are set to have all combinations evaluated which are added mass of gas molecule in
each case and the case parameter that is to be changed, a stationary study (for membrane
deformation and displacement) and an eigenfrequency study (for resonant frequency shift
identification) are done. Hence from this, data plots are generated to show the effect of the middle
membrane radius on the frequency of the M3-CMUT gas sensor.
Table 5. 2 Sensitivity(kHz/pg) Analysis Table for PolyMUMPs fabrication with added mass 100 pg

Vdc mgas(pg) Frequency Delta Sensitivity radius of middle
radius of top
(V)
(kHz)
Freq (kHz/pg)
membrane (µm)
membrane (µm)
85
100
15076
173
1.73
10
20
85
100
3708.3
10.5
0.105
20
40
Table 5. 3 Sensitivity(kHz/pg) Analysis Table for PolyMUMPs fabrication with added mass 200 pg

Vdc mgas(pg) Frequency Delta Sensitivity radius of middle
radius of top
(V)
(kHz)
Freq (kHz/pg)
membrane (µm)
membrane (µm)
85
200
14297
339
1.695
5
20
85
200
14910
339
1.695
10
20
85
200
3811.3
21.8
0.109
5
40
85
200
3779.6
21.6
0.108
10
40
85
200
3697.7
21.1
0.106
20
40
Table 5. 4 Sensitivity(kHz/pg) Analysis Table for PolyMUMPs fabrication with added mass 400 pg

Vdc mgas(pg) Frequency Delta Sensitivity radius of middle
radius of top
(V)
(kHz)
Freq (kHz/pg)
membrane (µm)
membrane (µm
85
400
14593
656
1.64
10
20
85
400
3677
41.8
0.105
20
40
From Table 5.2, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, at different added masses it is observed that the
best sensitivity for this configuration is achieved at a middle and top membrane radius of 10 and
20 μm respectively. Furthermore, it is seen that the sensitivity decreases, as middle membrane
radius is increased.
Moreover, as the added mass increases the sensitivity decreases for the device with
middle and top membrane radius of 10 and 20 μm respectively. However, as the device is made
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larger with the middle and top membrane radius of 20 and 40 μm respectively, the sensitivity
stays nearly the same for any added mass.
Therefore, it is seen that at higher middle membrane radius and lower top membrane
radius the highest sensitivity can be achieved.

5.3 Effect of Top Membrane Anchor Widths on M3-CMUT and CMUT mass
sensors with PolyMUMPs parameters
To do performance evaluation for the effect of the anchor widths with PolyMUMPs
parameters on the M3-CMUT and CMUT gas sensors a parametric sweep study, wherein two
parameters are set to have all combinations evaluated which are added mass of gas molecule in
each case and the case parameter that is to be changed, a stationary study (for membrane
deformation and displacement) and an eigenfrequency study (for resonant frequency shift
identification) are done. Hence from this, data plots are generated to show the effect of the anchor
widths on the frequency of the M3-CMUT and CMUT gas sensors. Figure 5.1 shows the geometric
design of the M3-CMUT mass sensor where the anchors are increased outwards whilst keeping the
same effective top membrane radius.

Figure 5. 1 Geometric design where the top membrane anchor size is increased from (a) to (b) for the (a) M3-CMUT mass sensor
and (c) to (d) for the CMUT mass sensor, while keeping the effective radius the same.
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5.3.1 Boundary Conditions for M3-CMUT and CMUT
As iterated in Chapter 4, the moving parts of the M3-CMUT design are only the top and
middle deflecting membranes. Furthermore, these moving membranes are anchored on their edges.
Similarly, the moving part of the CMUT design is only the top deflecting membrane which is also
anchored on its edges.
However, to simulate the anchoring in the FEA simulation, a ring perimeter of width
representing the anchor is designed below the deflecting membrane. Alongside bottom electrode
and the edges of the moving membranes, the anchors supporting the deflectable membranes are
kept as fixed constraints as shown in Figure 5.2. Similarly, the same is done for the CMUT design.
The fixed constraints for the CMUT as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5. 2 Boundary conditions for two-port M3-CMUT gas sensor geometric design in COMSOL Multiphysics

Figure 5. 3 Boundary conditions for CMUT gas sensor geometric design in COMSOL Multiphysics
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Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the effect of increasing the anchor size of CMUT and M3CMUT on the resonant frequency of the device, respectively.

Figure 5. 4 Resonant Frequency (MHz) vs Anchor Size (µm) of CMUTs

Figure 5. 5 Resonant Frequency (MHz) vs Anchor Size (µm) of M3-CMUT
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From Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 it is seen that as the anchor size is increased, the resonant
frequency of the CMUT and M3-CMUT mass sensors increases, respectively.
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the frequency shift as the anchor size is increased for a
CMUT and an M3-CMUT mass sensor from 3 µm to 6 µm to 9 µm. However, this change in
frequency is lower than 0.04%, which agrees with the initial simulations.

Figure 5. 6 Frequency Shift (F@xµm-F@3µm) (kHz) vs Anchor Size (µm) at for CMUT

Figure 5. 7 Frequency Shift (F@xµm-F@3µm) (kHz) vs Anchor Size (µm) at for M3-CMUT
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From Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 it is observed that the frequency shift due to increasing
anchor sizes, increases. However, as seen Figure 5.6 this frequency shift stalls at a maximum value
for the CMUT. The same trend can be extrapolated from Figure 5.7 for the M3-CMUT. Therefore,
above a certain anchor width, the sensitivity of the device just by changing the anchor width while
keeping everything the same would not change.
Figure 5.8 shows the frequency shift as the voltage is increased from 0V to 40V and 20V
to 40V for CMUT mass sensor. Whereas, Figure 5.9 shows the frequency shift as the voltage is
increased from 20V to 40V for M3-CMUT mass sensor at different added masses.

Figure 5. 8 Frequency shift (|F40V-F20V|) vs Anchor Size (µm) of CMUTs
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Frequency shift (|F40V-F20V|) vs Anchor Size (µm) of M3-CMUTs at different added masses

From Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 it is seen that the largest anchor width has the lowest shift
in frequency, whereas the lowest anchor width has the highest shift in frequency when operated
close to the collapse voltage. The higher shift in frequency signifies that the CMUT and M3-CMUT
mass sensors are operating closer to the collapse voltage when at an anchor width of 3 µm.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the collapse voltage for a higher anchor width is higher. This is
the reason that the frequency shift comes to a stall in Figure 5.6 due to the voltage not being close
to the collapse voltage to have a higher sensitivity at higher anchor width. The same trend is seen
in Figure 5.7, wherein as the anchor width is increasing, the frequency shift rate gradually falls
down.
Therefore, from observing the different anchor width effects on the CMUT and M3-CMUT
mass sensors, it can be extrapolated that the sensor can be operated at a higher collapse voltage to
get a higher shift in frequency. With the increased anchor width, the top flexible membranes in
both CMUT and M3-CMUT will have more support and hence they can support a higher mass
sitting on top of the membrane while not collapsing due to exceeding 1/3 limit of the cavity height.
Hence, the devices with a larger anchor width can operate both in lower voltages and higher
voltages as seen in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.6. Furthermore, the devices with the larger anchor
operating at near collapse voltage would have a sensitivity comparable to the devices with smaller
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anchor width near its own collapse voltage. Moreover, the same larger anchor devices may operate
at a lower voltage to for low level mass detection.
Therefore, higher anchor widths allow the sensor to operate with a larger range of detection
wherein higher mass can be detected in a complex environment when operated close to collapse
voltage. Furthermore, the same anchor width can be operated at a lower voltage to allow the
detection of low level of mass concentration.

5.4 Summary
In this section, the M3-CMUT device and CMUT device is simulated to evaluate the effect
of different middle membrane radii on the resonant frequency and henceforth the sensitivity of the
M3-CMUT gas sensor. The results of the CMUT simulations are valid for M3-CMUT due to the
structure of the devices. From the results of the simulation, it is observed that a higher sensitive
device can be made when a higher middle membrane radius is chosen alongside a lower top
membrane radius bounded by the parameters of PolyMUMPs fabrication.
Moreover, it is stipulated that increasing the anchor width of the device will allow to extend
the range of detection, while maintaining the limit of detection. In order to fabricate the proposed
device, advanced microfabrication techniques should be used that allow more control over the
critical design parameters. The details of the proposed fabrication process for the designed devices
are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6: Proposed M3-CMUT and CMUT Mass Sensor
Fabrication Technique
6.1 Introduction
As iterated in the earlier chapters, M3-CMUT-based mass sensors have several different
critical design parameters. These critical design parameters are top membrane thickness, top
membrane and middle membrane radii, effective cavity height between the top and middle
deflectable membranes, the ratio between the effective cavity heights between the top and middle
deflectable membranes and middle membrane and bottom electrode, respectively. In Chapter 5,
the proposed mass sensors were evaluated bounded by PolyMUMPs parameters. Therefore, the
critical design parameters that can be varied are, the flexible membrane radii and the anchor
widths. Chapter 6 presents the proposed fabrication technique, PolyMUMPs, in order to fabricate
M3-CMUT-based and CMUT based mass sensors.

6.2 PolyMUMPs Fabrication Technique
The main fabrication techniques used for CMUT-based and consequently M3-CMUTbased gas sensor fabrication can be categorized to sacrificial technique and wafer bonding method.
This section presents the detailed steps of PolyMUMPs as the proposed surface micromachining
technique for the development of M3-CMUT gas sensor.
A Poly Multi-User MEMS Process (PolyMUMPs) [66]sacrificial technique is proposed to
fabricate the proposed M3-CMUT and the CMUT gas sensor designs which were used as a
reference. This section presents the dimensions, materials, fabrication techniques, etching,
lithography and deposition processes alongside their temperatures in details.
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Figure 6. 1 Schematic side view of the standard layers in PolyMUMPs fabrication technique

This process was chosen due to the ease of fabrication, low cost, high yield, and fabrication
line accessibility as a proof of concept. In an overview, this fabrication process consists of three
thin polysilicon layers as shown in Figure 6.1, which are deposited using low pressure chemical
vapor deposition (LPCVD) technique. These layers are deposited on a heavily doped silicon
substrate which is electrically insulated by a thin layer of silicon nitride (Si3N4). Phosphosilicate
glass (PSG) is used as the sacrificial material oxide. It is deposited between the polysilicon layers
using LPCVD method, which are then etched using hydrofluoric acid (HF) through the releasing
holes on the membranes to form the cavity heights. A gold layer is sputtered on the top of the
polysilicon layer (Poly 2), which is used as the top flexible membrane while the second deposited
polysilicon layer (Poly 1) acts as the flexible middle membrane and the first deposited polysilicon
layer (Poly 0) acts as the bottom electrode. Predefined material thicknesses in PolyMUMPs
process are given in Table 6.4.1 [67].
Table 6. 1 PolyMUMPs pre-defined material thicknesses

Material
Si3N4 – Silicon Nitride
Poly 0
First Oxide
Poly 1
Second Oxide
Poly 2
Metal

Thickness
0.6 µm
0.5 µm
2.0 µm
2.0 µm
0.75 µm
1.5 µm
0.5 µm
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The following detailed steps for M3-CMUT-based gas sensors fabrication are proposed
employing the PolyMUMPs process.
Initially, an n-type (100) orientation silicon wafer with a height of 675um+-15um, diameter
150.0mm +-0.5mm and a resistivity ranging from 1-2 Ω-cm is used. To clean the wafer and remove
organic components on top of it a mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) in the ratio of 3:1, also known as piranha solution, is used. This solution is
prepared from scratch to avoid decomposition of the hydrogen peroxide [67].
The wafer is consequently doped by phosphorous using a PSG (phosphosilicate glass) as a
dopant layer in a diffusion furnace. The wafer is consequently doped by phosphorous using a PSG
(phosphosilicate glass) as a dopant layer in a diffusion furnace after which the PSG layer is
removed for the next step. Using LPCVD (low pressure chemical vapor deposition) a 0.6µm of
nitride layer is deposited on top of the substrate. This effectively electrostatically isolates the
heavily doped substrate as shown in step 1 in Figure 6.2 [67].
Following this, using LPCVD, 0.5µm of polysilicon (Poly-0) is deposited on the nitride
layer which is followed by adding a positive photoresist that is spin coated on to the layer as shown
in step 2 in Figure 6.2 [67]. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is applied to the photoresist to pattern it by
photolithography. The UV exposed photoresist is removed leaving behind a pattern for the Poly-0
to be etched. Plasma RIE etching (DRY) (to avoid undercuts) is then onwards use to remove the
exposed Poly-0 layer as shown in step 3-5 in Figure 6.2 [67]. Using LPCVD oxide-1 (PSG) layer
of 2.0µm, which acts as the cavity between the middle membrane and bottom electrode, is
deposited on the Poly-0 layer as shown in step 6 in Figure 6.2 [67]. Annealing is done for one hour
in Argon at 1050 degrees Celsius [67].
Consequently, the PSG layer is lithographically patterned and etched as well followed by
a 2.0 µm deposition of Polysilicon layer (Poly-1) as shown in step 7 in Figure 62 [67]. and another
PSG layer of 0.2 µm is deposited over the Poly-1 and annealed for one hour at 1050 degrees
Celsius, to reduce stress in the Poly-1 layer. A second sacrificial layer of 0.75 µm (Oxide-2) is
deposited, which acts as the sacrificial layer for the cavity between the flexible membranes, as
shown in step 8 in Figure 62. It is then annealed at 1050 degrees Celsius for one hour in Argon. It
is also lithographically patterned and etched with plasma etching so that it can give space for Poly2 to be touching Poly-1 [67].
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Next, the second polysilicon layer (Poly-2) at 1.5 µm is deposited as shown in step 9 in
Figure 62 [67], followed by a deposition of another PSG layer of 200nm which is then annealed at
1050 degrees Celsius for one hour. This helps dope the Poly-2 layer and to reduce stress in the
structure.
Finally, in steps 10-12 of the PolyMUMPs process a 0.5µm metal layer is deposited and
patterned lithographically by using lift-off. This allows the electric connections for the M3-CMUT.
The photoresist and the remaining metal on the photoresist are removed by rinsing in solvent. Then
the Poly-2 and Poly-1 layers are released by removing the sacrificial Oxide-1 and Oxide-2 layers
underneath them. This is done by immersing the chip in 49% Hydrofluoric Acid for 2 minutes
followed by many rinses by deionized water and then followed by soaking in isopropyl alcohol to
avoid stiction and then baking in a convection oven at 110 degrees Celsius for ten minutes to
remove moisture [67]. Step 13 shows the final M3-CMUT design after PolyMUMPs fabrication.

Figure 6. 2 Proposed Fabrication technique for M3-CMUT in PolyMUMPS – cross-sectional view
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The same fabrication technique is used to fabricate the CMUT-based mass sensors. 21
devices have been fabricated on two chips named IMUWR004 and IMUWR005, as shown in
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, respectively. The dimensions of the fabricated devices on chip
IMUWR004 and IMUWR005 are presented in Table 6.2. The middle membrane anchor size is
kept constant at 3 µm.
Table 6. 2 Dimensions of fabricated M3-CMUT and CMUT reference designs on chip IMUWR004 and IMUWR005

Chip Name

IMUWR004

Device
Type

Device
Name

CMUT

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U11
U10
U9
U12
UM3.1
UM3.2
UM3.3
UM3.4
UM3.5
UM3.6
UM3.7
UM3.8
UM3.9

Singleport
M3CMUT

IMUWR005

Twoport
M3CMUT

Bottom
Electrode
Radius
(µm)
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
20
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Middle
Membrane Radius
–Whole/Effective
(µm)
N/A
N/A
N/A
26/11
26/14
26/17
26/11
26/14
26/17
26/11
26/14
26/17
45/31
45/34
45/37
45/31
45/34
45/37
45/31
45/34
45/37

Top Membrane
Radius –
Whole/Effective
(µm)
57/44
60/44
63/44
57/44
57/44
57/44
60/44
60/44
60/44
63/44
63/44
63/44
76/63
76/63
76/63
79/63
79/63
79/63
83/63
83/63
83/63

Top
Membrane
Anchor Size
(µm)
3
6
9
3
3
3
6
6
6
9
9
9
3
3
3
6
6
6
9
9
9

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 shows the design for single-port M3-CMUTs and two-port M3CMUTs, respectively.

Figure 6. 3 Single-port M3-CMUT
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Figure 6. 4 Two-port M3-CMUT

These chips have been fabricated to check the effect of different middle membrane radii
and different flexible top membrane anchors. For each type of mass sensor, the flexible top
membrane anchor is varied from 3 µm to 6 µm to 9 µm. To check the effect of middle membrane
radii, the effective middle membrane radii is changed from 11 µm to 14 µm to 17 µm for singleport M3-CMUTs and 31 µm to 34 µm to 37 µm for two-port M3-CMUTs, whilst keeping the
same top membrane anchor width.

Figure 6. 5 IMUWR004 Devices from LEICA Microscope

Figure 6. 6 IMUWR005 Devices from LEICA Microscope
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6.2.1 Summary
This chapter provides the proposed fabrication technique of PolyMUMPs with enough
detail and explanation to design and fabricate an M3-CMUT gas sensor. In this work, 9 single-port
M3-CMUT, 9 two-port M3-CMUT, and 3 CMUT-based gas sensors for reference have been
fabricated. In Chapter 7, electrical measurements are done which are then compared with the
simulation results obtained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7: Fabricated Gas Sensors Electrical Characterization
Measurements
7.1 Introduction
In this section, electrical characterization is done to evaluate the performance of the
fabricated devices by using a Keysight Agilent Precision Impedance Analyzer 4990A, shown in
Figure 7.1. The measured results are there onwards compared with the simulation results presented
in the earlier chapters.

Figure 7. 1 Keysight Impedance Analyzer E4990A with example measurement

7.2 Measurement Setup
To evaluate the performance of the fabricated devices, electrical characterization is
performed using a Keysight Impedance Analyzer E4990A. When any DC potential is applied to
the top membrane, it causes the top membrane to move and inducing a capacitance between the
top membrane and the bottom membrane.
For measurement purposes, an AC voltage of 500mV is added on top of the DC voltage to
allow impedance measurements wherein the maximum peak in the signal refers to the resonant
frequency.
The top membrane displacement should be lower than 1/3 of the cavity height between the
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top and bottom membrane to avoid collapse of the device, therefore theoretically each device has
a collapse voltage which has been analytically calculated wherein the impedance analyzer should
not give a DC voltage above the collapse voltage in any case. By design, the impedance analyzer
is limited to a maximum of 40V DC. The measurement results are then compared with the
simulation results presented in the previous chapters.

7.3 Measurements
7.3.1 Measurements for 3 MHz CMUT (different anchor widths) and 1 MHz
single port M3-CMUT on IMUWR004
The IMUWR004 chip contains CMUTs and single port M3-CMUTs. To check which
devices are working, the resistance between Top Electrode and Bottom Electrode for CMUT and
Top Electrode and Middle/Bottom Electrode for M3-CMUTs is checked.
Table 7. 1 Resistance Measurements of devices on IMUWR004

CMUT

TE pad
MEMSPRO

BE pad
MEMSPRO

Test-Fixture
connection
TE

Test-Fixture
connection
BE

D6

Direct
Resistance
Measurement
(Ω) between
TE and BE
Overload

Resistance
Measurement
with BNC (Ω)
between TE
and ME/BE
Overload

U1

T19

R5

J4

U2

T27

R5

F1

D6

Overload

Overload

U3

T21

R5

H1

D6

Overload

Overload

Single port
M3-CMUT

TE pad
MEMSPRO

ME/BE pad
MEMSPRO

Test-Fixture
connection
TE

Test-Fixture
connection
ME/BE

Resistance
Measurement
with BNC (kΩ)
between TE
and ME/BE

U4

T24

R5

H4

D6

Direct
Resistance
Measurement
(kΩ) between
TE and
ME/BE
2.713

U5

T25

R5

G1

D6

2.457

2.46

U6

T26

R5

G2

D6

2.154

2.156

U7

T28

R5

G3

D6

1.856

1.858

U8

T29

R5

G4

D6

2.188

2.19

U9

T23

R5

H3

D6

3.797

3.799

U10

T22

R5

H2

D6

3.442

3.444

U11

T20

R5

J2

D6

2.803

2.804

U12

T18

R5

J3

D6

3.206

3.207

2.716

Where the resistance is showing overload in Table 7.1, then the device is operational,
otherwise it is not operational. As seen from Table 7.1, only CMUTs are operational, whereas the
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top flexible membrane and the middle membrane/bottom electrode have been shorted during
fabrication. Therefore, on chip IMUWR004, only CMUTs can be evaluated.

7.3.2 Measurements for 1.8 MHz Two-port M3-CMUT on IMUWR005
This chip only contains two-port M3-CMUTs. Initial check is done between nitride pads
and checking their resistance to ensure continuity of the nitride pads in the chip.
Table 7. 2 Nitride Pads Resistive Measurements

Chip Number

Between Nitride
Test Fixture Pad1
– Pad2

Direct Resistance Measurement
(Ω) between nitride pads

IMUWR005

D5-B12
D5-B14
D5-D17
D5-H17
D5-S16
B12-B14
B12-D17
B12-H17
B12-S16
B14-D17
B14-H17
B14-S16
D17-H17
D17-S16
H17-S16

27.18
29.60
28.09
27.96
31.68
20.56
23.17
25.41
29.65
23.28
26.72
31.23
23.02
28.63
25.06

Resistance
Measurement with
BNC (Ω) between
nitride pads
26.80
28.99
27.50
28.00
31.14
20.04
22.65
24.75
29.40
22.82
26.52
31.14
22.55
28.15
24.58

As seen from Table 7.2, having a low resistance between different nitride pads, shows
that there is continuity in the nitride layers of the chip. This is done as a sanity check.
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To check which devices are working, the resistance between Top Electrode and Bottom
Electrode, Top Electrode and Middle Electrode and Middle Electrode and Bottom Electrode for
two-port M3-CMUTs is checked.
Table 7. 3 Resistance Measurements of devices on IMUWR004

Chip Number

Two
port
M3CMUT

TE/ME/BE
pad
MEMSPRO

TestFixture
connection
TE/ME/BE

TestFixture
connection
ME/BE

IMUWR005P4

UM3.1
UM3.2
UM3.3
UM3.4
UM3.5
UM3.6
UM3.7
UM3.8
UM3.9

T23/T22/T24
T25/T36/T24
T28/T27/T29
T30/T31/T29
T33/T32/T34
T35/T36/T34
T38/T37/T39
T40/T41/T39
R4/R3/R5

J1/K1/J3
J4/J2/J3
H2/H1/H3
H4/G1/H3
F1/G2/G3
G4/E1/G3
D1/F2/F3
F4/E2/F3
P2/N4/N3

D6
D6
D6
D6
D6
D6
D6
D6
D6

Direct
Resistance
Measurement
(kΩ) between
TE and ME
0.165
0.191
0.192
0.163
0.123
0.170
0.161
0.162
3.206

Resistance
Measurement
with BNC
(kΩ)
0.154
1460
0.176
0.183
23.3
0.169
36.8
0.232
3.207

As seen from Table 7.3, the top electrode and the bottom electrode, the top electrode and
the middle electrode, and the middle electrode and the bottom electrode, have been shorted to each
other during fabrication. The reason behind the single-port and two-port M3-CMUTs getting
shorted to each other is due to the large flexible middle membrane outer flap. As iterated in chapter
6, the designs are evaluated for both changing top membrane anchor widths and middle membrane
radii.

Figure 7. 2 M3-CMUT geometric design - extended P1 flap (middle membrane)

As seen in Figure 7.2, the red circle shows the outside flap of the flexible middle
membrane. This essentially makes that middle membrane flap act like a cantilever allowing
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displacement upwards towards the top flexible membrane. This is the reason that the flexible top
membrane is shorted with the middle flexible membrane.

7.4 Discussion and Simulation Comparison
Using a Keysight Agilent Precision Impedance Analyzer 4990A, fabricated CMUT devices
U1, U2 and U3 with an operating resonant frequency ~3 MHz on chip IMUWR004 are measured
for their impedances and corresponding resonant frequencies at different applied voltages. The
impedance curves’ base lines are removed with a base impedance at a DC bias voltage of 0 V.
Different DC bias voltages are applied with a superimposed AC signal of 500 mV to each
CMUT-based sensor's corresponding flexible top membrane, to allow impedance measurements.
The CMUT sensor's resonant frequencies are obtained from peaks shown in the real part of the
impedance curve.
Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4, and Figure 7.5 show the Processed data for the CMUTs U1, U2 and
U3 which have an anchor width of 3 µm, 6 µm and 9 µm, respectively. These figures show the
effect of increasing the voltage on the three different devices. In this measurement, the top
membrane of the CMUT is connected to the high potential terminal of the impedance analyzer,
Imp(H), and it is swept from 20 V to 40 V DC for the 3 MHz CMUT-based sensors while the
bottom electrode (P1-layer) is grounded by connecting to the low potential terminal of the
impedance analyzer, Imp (L). is due to their different collapse voltages and limited by maximum
applicable DC voltage of the impedance analyzer.
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Figure 7. 3 Processed data for Measured U1- Anchor width 3µm

Figure 7. 4 Processed data for Measured U2 - Anchor width 6 µm
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Figure 7. 5 Processed data for Measured U3- - Anchor width 9µm

Figure 7.6 shows the processed data of CMUTs U1, U2 and U3 compared with each other
while biased at 40 V DC. Whereas Figure 7.7 shows the frequency shift for U1. U2, U3 at different
voltages.

Figure 7. 6 Processed data for CMUT U1, U2 and U3 compared.
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Figure 7. 7 Frequency Shift vs Voltage compared for U1, U2 and U3

From Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, and Figure 7.7, it can be seen that the
shift in frequency of U1, which is of the lowest anchor width is the highest. From Figure 7.2,
Figure 7.3, and Figure 7.4 it is seen that as the voltage increases, the resonant frequencies of the
device decrease. This is in line with the simulations presented in Chapter 4. Furthermore, it is seen
that a larger shift occurs as the device is operated closer to the calculated collapse voltage of ~60V.
From this, it can be deduced that as the anchor widths of the CMUT devices in Figure 7.3, Figure
7.4 and Figure 7.5 increases, the collapse voltage of the device is also increasing. Therefore, the
larger anchor width devices can be operated a higher voltage to get a higher resonant frequency
shift and hence a higher sensitivity for low level mass detection, hence maintaining the limit of
detection.
This is also useful as it allows the device detection range to be increased as the same
devices can be run at a lower voltage in order to detect high level mass.
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Figure 7. 8 Resonant Frequency (MHz) vs Anchor Size (µm) for CMUTs for FEM and Measurement Results

Figure 7. 9 Frequency Shift (|F40V-F20V|) (kHz) vs Anchor Size (µm) for CMUTs for FEM and Measurement Results

Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 present the comparison between the FEA results and the
simulation results for different anchor widths for CMUTs that have a centre resonant frequency of
3 MHz. As per the results, the measurements follow the simulations trend. Therefore, the
hypothesis that CMUT and M3-CMUT sensors with higher anchor widths can be operated near
larger collapse voltages for low level mass detection and at lower voltages for high level mass
detection stays valid.
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7.5 Summary
In this section measurements have been done on the fabricated sensors as described earlier
in Chapter 6. The measurements are in agreement with the simulation trends. Furthermore, the
hypothesis made earlier that larger anchor widths allow a larger range of detection for the
developed sensors remains valid.
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Chapter 8: Summary and Future Works
8.1 Summary
In this thesis and for the first time, M3-CMUT are evaluated as mass sensors. Critical design
parameters are identified for the proposed capacitive resonator-based mass sensors such as top
membrane radius, top membrane thickness, cavity height, two-gap cavity height ratio and middle
membrane radius. Furthermore, the critical design parameters are optimized with PolyMUMPs
design limitations. FEA simulations are conducted using COMSOL Multiphysics to enhance
sensor sensitivity Moreover, a new design parameter is introduced and evaluated, the top anchor
widths of CMUTs. The evaluation stays valid for M3-CMUTs. FEA simulations are further
conducted using COMSOL Multiphysics to enhance sensor detection range. The simulation results
show that smaller top membrane radii result in higher frequency, frequency shift and sensor’s
sensitivity. However, thinner membranes show a lower frequency and frequency shift, though a
higher sensitive M3-CMUT sensor. For middle membranes, the radii should be kept as large as
possible, however, the top membrane radii should be kept as small as possible at the same time.
Further FEA simulations show, that higher anchor widths can provide a larger range of detection
while maintaining a low limit of detection.

8.2 Future Works
Analytical modeling has been done for M3-CMUT in this thesis, however a comprehensive
analytical model does not exist as of date. The M3-CMUT-based gas sensors can be optimized
further using a comprehensive analytical model that can also predict a practical collapse voltage
in order for mass sensing application. Furthermore, the middle membrane anchors can be simulated
and evaluated to understand further the affect of anchor supports on capacitive clamped
membranes. The sensor can be fabricated using the proposed fabrication technique in this work,
PolyMUMPs fabrication and gas sensing measurements can be done once the top membranes of
the sensors are functionalized with an appropriate sensing material which is selective as per the
device and application requirement.
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